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Clear & Colour Kuvr Range



Protect what matters most.
Kuvr.co design and manufacture custom covers for a huge variety of applications.

Our covers transform spaces, protect possessions and provide peace of mind.

Instant quotes for custom covers is our mantra, high quality workmanship and fanatical

customer service is what we strive for, keeping manufacturing local is our philosophy.

Go online to kuvr.co to get an instant quote today.

keeping manufacturing local is our philosophy.
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custom covers Fixings
1.

Ball loop bungee cords

A quick note about eyelets...

A semi permanent solution which

threads through the eyelets we fit

as standard to our screens and tarps. 

Bungees are easy to fit and remove and 

don't require any drilling into your  structure. 

They’re available in a range of colours and sizes.

Unless you’re considering turn buttons, eyelets are the standard fixing 

that we’ll fit to the edges of our screens and tarps. We normally use 

brass plated eyelets with an internal 12mm diamater. As standard we’ll 

fit every 50cm. If you have more specific requirements then let us know.

100mm (4in)

Measured length

21mm9mm

18mm

14mm

26mm
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BLACK   WHITE

150mm (6in)

200mm (8in)

250mm (10in)

300mm (12in)

2.

Turn buttons
Turn buttons are a smart looking, 

low profile alternative to eyelets and

bungee cords. Removing your screens

is a quick and hassle free process with this solution!

Turn buttons are supplied in two parts; a base section 

which incorporates the turn button, and a special oval 

shaped eyelet which we fit instead of the standard circular

eyelets. The turn button base needs to be screwed to the

structure you’re fixing the screens to.

All of these options and more are discussed
in detail via short video demonstrations

in the  knowhow section of our website at
know.kuvr.co

Easy to fit and remove

Low cost

No drilling required

Available in many sizes£

Quick to remove

Smart looking

Low profile

Requires drilling

Bungees will stretch to just under 
double the quoted length

Turn buttons require a special oval shaped eyelet to be fitted in place of the
standard circular eyelet. They aren’t compatible with circular eyelets.

23mm

12mm

32mm

10mm

13mm

KNOWHOW®
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1.

Hem colour
All our screens and tarps are finished

with a 40mm hem into which we can 

place a coloured re-enforcement strip.

2.

Zips and doors

3.

Tie backs
If you’re planning on rolling your

screens up from time to time then 

tie backs are a quick and easy way 

to hold them in place and keep them

out of the way while rolled up.

4.

Open hems
A great solution for anchoring the bottom edge of a screen

against hard standing ground such as a patio. An open hem 

is essentially a pocket into which a heavy object such as a 

wooden batton or steel chain can be slid to act as ballast

and reduce movement caused by gusts of wind.

Customisation
YELLOW ORANGE RED

BROWN GREEN BLUE

BLACK GREY WHITE

BLACK WHITE

CLEAR

All our screens and tarps feature double sided
pullers to allow access from either side

A single centralised zip or a double zip 

system to create a roll up doorway are both 

popular additions to our screens and tarps.

Can’t see what you want? Just ask!
Just because we don’t show it here doesn’t mean we don’t do it! We take on custom jobs of all shapes

and sizes and we’ve covered more things thank you can imagine! Whilst the options discussed here

satisfy many customer requirements we understand that they won’t be for everyone. Don’t be afraid

to ask; your request is probably not as crazy as you think!

As standard Ultra 50 material is supplied with 
a clear hem and Flexi 30 with a white hem

All of these options and more are discussed
in detail via short video demonstrations

in the  knowhow section of our website at
know.kuvr.co

KNOWHOW®
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You decide...
Don’t feel restricted to a particular material based on our suggestions. We’ve supplied plenty of gazebo covers in our thinner Flexi 30 material, similarly we’ve

covered many hutches and runs in the Ultra 50. You’re likely to know the needs of your project better than us, but we can certainly point you in the right direction!

Visit demo.kuvr.co for a helpful interactive
demonstration and explainer video

Thickness

Weight (gsm = grams per square metre)

Warranty 12 months 6 months

0.5mm 0.3mm

550gsm 320gsm

100%

Clarity

Durability

Which material is right for you?
Our clear screens are available in two styles; Flexi 30 and 

Ultra 50. The 30 is a soft and flexible material, great for 

temporary coverage in all kinds of environments. The 50 

is thick, durable and truly glass clear; it's a very popular 

option for covering summer houses and gazebos.

The Ultra 50 undoubtedly looks the part and has striking 

clarity, but the Flexi 30 is more supple and agile. Think of 

it like a limousine vs a sports car, fundamentally they're 

the same but each one is adapted for different uses and 

environments.

Flexibility

Low temp performance  
1

1   Low temp performance: our clear material is susceptible to temperature fluctuations. 
   In lower temperatures it can become a little stiffer and less flexible.
2   UV inhibitor: this helps reduce the impact of harsh sunlight and prolong the lifespan of the fabric.

UV inhibitor  
2

Waterproofness

?

Kennel
covers

Gazebo
covers

Chicken
runs

Temporary
shelter

Camp &
outdoors

Caravan &
leisure

Plant
covers

Market
stalls
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® Clear covers

Find hundreds more photos and 
customer reviews at 

photos.kuvr.co

Learn more about our products
through video demonstrations at

know.kuvr.co

KNOWHOW
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Dr. Who TARDIS covers

Table covers

Outdoor bar covers

Outdoor kitchen covers

Garden furniture covers



custom covers
® Coloured material

Thickness

Weight (gsm = grams per square metre)

Warranty

Durability

Flexibility

What fabric do we use for coloured covers?
Our coloured fabric covers are manufactured from a 

commercial grade PVC material called Fuji 610. This is a 

heavyweight, highly durable fabric, similar to that found 

on commercial marquees and lorry curtain sides. It can 

be cleaned down very easily and is 100% waterproof.
 

Our shaped covers are generally supplied with bungee 

cord which is fitted to the bottom edge to facilitate with 

pulling the cover tight to keep dirt and moisture out. 

All products made from Fuji 610 fabric are supplied with

a 12 month warranty as standard.

12 months

0.5mm

550 - 610gsm

100%

Low temp performance  
1

UV inhibitor  
2

1   Low temp performance: PVC fabric is susceptible to temperature fluctuations. In lower 
   temperatures some types of fabric can become stiffer and less flexible.
2   UV inhibitor: this helps reduce the impact of harsh sunlight and prolong the lifespan of the fabric.

Waterproofness

?
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Shaped covers supplied with bungee cord

Outdoor retractable blinds? Yep... we cover those too!

Fuji 610 fabric has been used to cover everything from race cars to Dr. Who TARDISes!
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Scaled diagrams
for your approval
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Once you submit your order

you can expect scaled diagrams to be provided

via email for your approval within 24 to 48 hours.

We always do this before putting a job in to production 

to avoid any unnecessary mistakes and ensure we've 

understood your requirements correctly.

You can rest easy knowing that nothing is set in stone 

the minute you confirm your order with us. 

Minor tweaks to dimensions after reviewing diagrams 

aren't unusual; oftentimes these drawings highlight 

issues that may otherwise be missed and ultimately 

help ensure that you're totally satisfied with the results.

Free sample service

You can find interactive demos 

and explainer videos of our fabrics 

at demo.kuvr.co, but we understand it’s sometimes 

difficult to make decisions based on these alone. 

That’s why we offer a free sample service so you can 

take a proper look at physical samples. Just get in touch 

with your details and we’ll put something in the post.

A note about seam marks

We manufacture our clear screens from material that

is supplied to us on 130cm - 180cm wide rolls.

Where your screen width or height exceeds these 

dimensions we join fabric with a heat weld which 

sometimes results in a visible seam.

Where this is the case, we’ll indicate seam marks

on the diagrams we send to you for approval. 

We'll generally run seams horizontally and out of eye 

line on the lower half of the panel. We can however 

position them vertically if preferred, or in a specific 

location to avoid being noticed, just let us know.

Image shows seam marks running vertically spaced at approximate 1.8m intervals

Frequently asked questions

How clear is the material?

The Ultra 50 is as close to being ‘glass clear’ as you can 

reasonably expect from a flexible material. The Flexi 30 

is a little more hazy by comparison. Keep in mind that 

these are both flexible fabrics which will likely mean a 

bit of distortion in clarity when the material flexes.

Visit demo.kuvr.co for an interactive demo 

and explainer video.

How long does it take?

Custom orders are typically delivered within 10-12 days, 

but timescales can vary depending on how busy we are. 

If you have a specific dealine in mind then please 

get in touch; we always try to accommodate tight 

deadlines where possible.

How much is delivery?

Delivery is free to mainland UK addresses. Charges 

may be applicable to other areas. Contact us for details.

Is there a warranty?

Our Ultra 50 material is supplied with a 1 year warranty 

and our Flexi 30 material with a 6 month warranty.

Can I return my order if I’m not happy?

For custom covers, we accept returns if the product 

is deemed faulty, and therefore covered under warranty, 

or if the request to return is a consequence of our own 

error, such as incorrect dimensions or material 

specification. Our full returns policy can be found online 

at www.kuvr.co/policies/refund-policy

?

Visit faq.kuvr.co for more questions and answers!



we@kuvr.it

we.kuvr.it

Kirkby Lane Works, Pinxton, 
Nottinghamshire, NG16 6JA
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